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Abstract
In Mathematical Biology, many dynamical models of biochemical reaction systems are
presented with Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE). Once kinetic parameter values are
fixed, this simple mathematical formalism completely defines the dynamical behavior of a
system of biochemical reactions and provides powerful tools for deterministic simulations,
parameter sensitivity analysis, bifurcation analysis, etc. However, without requiring any information on the reaction kinetics and parameter values, various qualitative analyses can be
performed using the structure of the reactions, provided the reactants, products and modifiers of each reaction are precisely defined. In order to apply these structural methods to
parametric ODE models, we study a mathematical condition for expressing the consistency
between the structure and the kinetics of a reaction, without restricting to Mass Action
law kinetics. This condition, satisfied in particular by standard kinetic laws, entails a remarkable property of independence of the influence graph from the kinetics of the reactions.
We derive from this study a heuristic algorithm which, given a system of ODEs as input,
computes a system of reactions with the same ODE semantics, by inferring well-formed reactions whenever possible. We show how this strategy is capable of automatically curating
the writing of ODE models in SBML, and present some statistics obtained on the model
repository biomodels.net.1 .
Keywords: systems biology, chemical reaction network theory, ordinary differential
equations, SBML.
1. Introduction
In Mathematical Biology, many models are presented as a system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Once the kinetic parameter values are fixed, this simple mathematical formalism completely defines the dynamical behavior of a system of biochemical
1
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reactions. It provides powerful tools for both transient and steady-state analysis via numerical integration, parameter sensitivity analysis, or bifurcation analysis, but only when
kinetic information is available.
In absence of knowledge on the kinetics of each reaction, various qualitative analyses can
nevertheless be performed using the structure of the reactions. This approach has rapidly
developed in Systems Biology for reasoning on large interaction networks, with for instance,
the analysis of qualitative attractors in a logical dynamics of gene networks à la Thomas [3,
4, 5], reachability and temporal logic properties in reaction networks [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], structural
invariants in the Petri net representation of the reactions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], or model
reductions using graph theory concepts [17, 18]. These qualitative analysis tools do not rely
on kinetic information, but on the structure of the reaction network which has thus to be
correctly written as a set of formal reactions, with well-identified reactants, products and
modifiers (and in certain cases their stoichiometry) for each reaction.
For instance, in [19], it is elaborated that structural information hidden in kinetic laws
may affect the results obtained from structural analyses, such as elementary mode analysis [20], flux balance analysis [21], chemical organization theory [22], deficiency analysis or
chemical reaction network theory [23, 24].
It is worth noticing that these structural analyses may also directly support dynamic
analyses. For instance, [25] applies network decomposition for a modular parameter estimation approach, [13] introduces a structural persistence criterion, Petri net place invariants
reveal conservation laws in [26], while transition invariants can be used to identify fragile
nodes and the core of a network [27], or to determine steady state solutions [28].
Furthermore, knowing the correct structure of each reaction is mandatory when a reaction network must be interpreted as a stochastic process (Continuous-Time Markov Chain,
CTMC) à la Gillespie [29].
The question of the correct identification of a structured reaction model from a system of
ODEs is thus important and is not new. Actually for the restricted case of models with only
Mass Action kinetics a general solution is provided in [30]. This approach was evolved over
the years, see for instance [31] for sparse/dense/core solutions when numerical values are
provided for the parameters, or [32] for unicity conditions in the symbolic case, still in the
restricted framework of mass action law kinetics. In [19], the authors present an algorithm
that uncovers hidden structural information for some Systems Biology Markup Language
(SBML) [33, 34] models of the biomodels.net repository [35], with restricting to reaction
models without inhibitors.
In this paper, we describe an algorithm for finding a reaction models for a given system
of ODEs, considering reaction with inhibitors and general kinetic expressions. The first contribution of this paper is to propose a mathematical condition for expressing the consistency
between the kinetic expression and the reactant-product-inhibitor structure of a reaction.
We introduce well-formedness (Def. 2.5) and strictness (Def. 2.6) conditions for reactions,
and show that they are satisfied by standard kinetics such as Mass Action law, MichaelisMenten, Hill and negative Hill kinetics. The well-formedness condition is also shown to
entail a property of independence of the influence graph (or symbolic Jacobian matrix) from
the kinetics of the reactions (Thm. 2.16). This result generalizes a previous result in [36, 37]
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to reactions with inhibitors. It shows that the influence graph of a well-formed reaction
system with inhibitors is essentially independent of the kinetics, can be computed in linear
time in the number of reactions when the number of species per reaction is bounded, and
can thus advantageously be used to perform multi-stationarity analyses by circuit analysis
à la Thomas [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 5, 4, 3].
The second contribution of this paper is to use these well-formedness and strictness
conditions to prove the completeness of a new general algorithm for inferring a reaction
system equivalent to an ODE system. This algorithm, of time complexity in O(n × t) where
n is the number of variables and t the number of terms in the ODE, is shown to preserve
the ODE semantics of the reactions (soundness 3.10), as well as their well-formedness when
applied to the ODE semantics of a non-decomposable well-formed reaction system (weak
completeness 3.12).
Our third contribution is to show that our algorithm can be used to automatically curate
the writing of ODE models with reactions, as required in SBML. The fact that SBML
has become a standard for sharing and publishing models has helped in making modelers
formalize the reaction structure of their models. Unfortunately, SBML does not enforce
any strong coherence between the structure and the kinetics of a reaction. Therefore the
structural interpretation of models transcribed in reaction-based formalisms such as SBML
may vary according to different choices of representation of the original ODE model as a
reaction system, and may invalidate some structural analyses. We compare our results to
the one presented in [19], and provide some statistics obtained on the rewriting in SBML
of the curated part of the biomodels.net repository, showing that our method is able to
automatically decrease the number of non well-formed reaction systems from 65% to 29%.
2. A Theory of Well-formed Reactions and Kinetics
In this section, we consider a finite set S = {x1 , . . . , xs } of s molecular species, and a
finite set of n reactions over S which are formally represented as multiset rewriting rules
with kinetic expressions.
Multisets are used for representing reactants, products and inhibitors in reactions. A
multiset s of molecular species is a function S −→ N which gives the number (stoichiometric
coefficient) s(x) of each molecular species x ∈ S in s. We have s(x) = 0 if x does not belong
to s, and s(x) ≥ 1 if x belongs to s, which is also written x ∈ s by abuse of notation. The
empty multiset
Pm is written ∅. Equivalently, a multiset s will also be denoted by the linear
expression
i=1 s(xi ) × xi , which gives the stoichiometric coefficients of each molecular
species xi in s. This corresponds to the classical chemical notation 2H + O −→ H2 O.
We shall now introduce the well-formedness and strictness conditions and describe some
of their properties.
2.1. Well-formedness and Strictness Conditions
In the following definition, a reaction is composed of multisets for reactants, products
and inhibitors that are not assumed to be disjoint.
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Definition 2.1. A reaction is a quadruple (r, m, p, f ), where r is the multiset of reactants,
m the multiset of inhibitors, p the multiset of products, and f , called kinetic expression,
a mathematical function over molecular species concentrations, f : Rs −→ R. A reaction
system is a finite set of reactions.
The species that are both reactants and products in a reaction are called catalysts. For
f

f

the sake of readability, a reaction (r, m, p, f ) will also be written r / m −→ p or just r −→ p
if it has no inhibitor, i.e. when m = ∅. The kinetic expression will also be omitted if it is
not relevant.
Example 2.2. For instance, the following reaction, transcribed from Kohn’s map of the cell
cycle [44],
pMPF + Cdc25

k1 ×pMPF ×Cdc25

−→

MPF + Cdc25

expresses the activation of the Mitosis Promoting Factor MPF by the kinase Cdc25 . It has
as rate law f = k1 × pMPF × Cdc25 , i.e. a Mass Action kinetics with parameter k1 . In this
reaction, pMPF is a reactant, MPF a product, Cdc25 a reactant and a product at the same
time, i.e. a catalyst in our terminology, and there is no inhibitor.
A simplified version of that reaction can be written by omitting the kinase Cdc25 , as
follows:
pMPF

V ×pMPF /(K+pMPF )

−→

MPF

That form typically derives from three reactions describing the reversible association of
pMPF and Cdc25 and the dissociation to MPF , by making a quasi steady state approximation on Cdc25 , which results in a Michaelis-Menten kinetics with parameters K and
V.
It is worth noting that in a reaction, a reactant or a product can also be an inhibitor if
it appears in m.
Example 2.3. For instance, the Botts-Morales general modifier mechanism accounts for a
modifier M that can enhance and slow down a reaction A −→ B, depending on its concentration [45]. This can be represented in our setting by a reaction of the form
A + M / M −→ B + M.
SBML does not distinguish between catalysts and inhibitors which are just considered
as “modifiers” in SBML annotations. However we find it useful for the theory developed
here to distinguish between the activation or inhibitory effects of a modifier, and mark it
syntactically as such in the structure of the reaction. If a modifier has both activation and
inhibitory effects, it will just appear in r, m and p in our setting, without loss of generality.
It is also worth noting that we consider only irreversible reactions, as in Feinberg’s
Chemical Reaction Network theory [23]. A reversible reaction is thus represented by two
reactions, one for each direction. This is one important difference with the Systems Biology
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Markup Language (SBML) that permits the declaration of a reversible reaction with only
one single kinetic expression which can be negative.
These distinctions do not affect the system of ODEs that is classically associated to a
reaction system by the Reaction Rate Equation as follows:
Definition 2.4. The ODE semantics of a reaction system
fi

R = { ri / mi −→ pi }i=1,...,n
over molecules {x1 , . . . , xs }, is the system of ordinary differential equations
ẋj =

n
X
(pi (xj ) − ri (xj )) × fi
i=1

for 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
Our aim is to go in the reverse direction, that is to infer from any ODE system a
reaction system with the same ODE semantics. Let us first remark that any ODE system
x˙j = gj can be trivially transcribed in a reaction system using artificial synthesis reactions
for each molecular species, with the terms of the differential equation as kinetic expressions,
as follows:
gj
∅ −→ xj
Since the ODE semantics is identical to the original ODE system, this is correct as far as
numerical simulations are concerned, but prevents the use of structural analysis methods
or stochastic simulations as the structures of the reactions are totally meaningless. It is
worth remarking that some ODE models have nevertheless been transcribed in SBML using
that scheme, since it does not affect simulations. This is the case for instance of model
BIOMD0000000008.xml in biomodels.net for the ODE model of [46]. We will use that example
in Section 3.1 to illustrate our reaction inference algorithm and its capability of automatically
curating the writing in SBML of ODE models as reaction systems.
In order to try to infer meaningful reactions from ODEs, we are interested in mathematical conditions for expressing the consistency of the kinetic expression f with the structure
(r, m, p) of a reaction. Furthermore, since it is common practice to aggregate a system of elementary reactions in one abstract reaction with more complex kinetics (the simplest example
of which are Michaelis-Menten and Hill kinetics for enzymatic reactions), we do not content
ourselves with elementary kinetic expressions such as mass action law kinetics, but seek
abstract consistency properties that can be applied to any mathematical expression given as
kinetics. This is in contrast to most work on chemical reaction network theory [23, 24, 32],
but in accordance with the use in SBML of MathML for writing the kinetic expressions
without any limitation on the use of mathematical symbols.
Definition 2.5. A reaction (r, m, p, f ) over molecular species {x1 , . . . , xs } is well-formed if
the following conditions hold:
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1. f (x1 , . . . , xs ) is a partially differentiable function, non-negative on Rs+ ;
2. xi ∈ r if and only if ∂f /∂xi (~x) > 0 for some value ~x ∈ Rs+ ;
3. xi ∈ m if and only if ∂f /∂xi (~x) < 0 for some value ~x ∈ Rs+ .
The first condition expresses that the kinetic expression must be a differentiable and
non-negative function for all non-negative values of the variables. The second (resp. third)
condition states that the partial derivative of f w.r.t. a reactant (resp. an inhibitor) must be
positive (resp. negative) for some (not necessarily all) non-negative values of the variables.
It is worth noting that we do not impose the monotonicity condition that for any variable
xi ∈ V, ∂f /∂xi should be either non-negative on the positive orthant, or non-positive on
the positive orthant. In our setting, a molecular species can thus be both a reactant and an
inhibitor in a well-formed reaction, depending on the values of the concentrations. On the
other hand we shall make use of the following:
Definition 2.6. A reaction (r, m, p, f ) is strict if its kinetics f (x1 , . . . , xs ) = 0 whenever
xj = 0 for any xj such that r(xj ) > 0.
This condition expresses that the kinetics must be zero if the concentration of one of the
reactants is zero. If the kinetics is a rational expression, that strictness condition implies
that the kinetic expression is a product of the reactants with a fractional expression defined
for all non-negative values of the variables. More generally it enforces the positivity of the
system:
Definition 2.7 (Positive System). A dynamical system over Rk is called positive if Rk+ is
an invariant set for the system, i.e., ∀x0 ≥ 0, t ≥ 0 x(t, x0 ) ≥ 0
Proposition 2.8 (Positivity). The ODE semantics of a well-formed and strict reaction
system defines a positive system.
P
Proof. In Definition 2.4 we have ẋj = ni=1 (pi (xj ) − ri (xj )) × fi and since the system is
well-formed, the fi are all non-negative. The only negative terms thus have ri (xj ) > 0 and
from the strictness condition this entails that fi = 0 when xj = 0. Hence ẋj ≥ 0 whenever
xj = 0 since it is a sum of non-negative terms. Therefore xj cannot become negative when
its initial value is non-negative, and since this holds for all j, the system is positive.
The strictness condition excludes the writing of a reversible reaction with one single
reaction by summing the kinetic expressions of each direction, as allowed in SBML, when
the reactants differ from the products.
It also excludes the existence of a strict well-formed reaction system for any ODE system,
as shown by
Example 2.9. The equation ẋ = −k is not the ODE semantics of any strict well-formed
reaction system, since that ODE defines a non-positive system (Prop. 2.8). That ODE can
be associated to the non-strict well-formed reaction system
l×x

x −→ 2 × x
6

k+l×x

x −→ ∅
(where the kinetic expression is not null when x = 0). This is the result computed in that
case by Algorithm 3.6 described later.
Example 2.10. As for an example with inhibitors, let us consider the following three reactions representing the core of the action of the Circadian clock on the Cell Cycle, as described
by Matsuo et al. [47]:
k1 ×pMPF ×Cdc25

−→

pMPF + Cdc25

k2 ×MPF ×Wee1

−→

MPF + Wee1

∅/Clock

MPF + Cdc25
pMPF + Wee1

k3 /(k4 +Clock )

−→

Wee1

where k1 , k2 , k3 are parameters. The first reaction is the one of Example 2.2. Those reactions

˙ /∂Clock = ∂ k3 /(k4 + Clock ) /∂Clock
are well-formed and strict. In particular, we have ∂ Wee1
= −k3 /(k4 + Clock )2 < 0 for showing the inhibitory effect of Clock in the synthesis reaction
of Wee1. Their ODE semantics is
˙
pMPF
˙
MPF
˙
Wee1
˙
Cdc25
˙
Clock

=
=
=
=
=

k2 × MPF × Wee1 − k1 × pMPF × Cdc25
k1 × pMPF × Cdc25 − k2 × MPF × Wee1
k3 /(k4 + Clock )
0
0

The well-formedness and strictness conditions are satisfied by standard kinetic laws. One
can easily check
Proposition 2.11. Reactions with
mass action law kinetics:
X

k×

n j × xj

nj
Q
j xj

−→ p

j

Michaelis-Menten kinetics:
x
Hill kinetics:
x

V ×x/(K+x)

−→

y

V ×xn /(K n +xn )

−→

y

or negative Hill kinetics:
∅/x

V /K n +xn

−→

y

with rate constants k, V, K > 0 and exponent n ≥ 1, are well-formed and strict.
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We shall see in Section 4.2 that these conditions are currently violated in a majority of
reaction systems of the biomodels.net repository, but that most of them can be automatically
corrected by modifying their structure and writing in SBML, without changing their ODE
semantics.
2.2. Influence Graph associated to a Well-formed Reaction System
The influence graph between molecular species induced by the ODE semantics of a wellformed reaction system enjoys a remarkable property of independence from the kinetics,
which we present in this section. Influence graphs have been initially introduced in the
setting of gene regulatory networks [3] as a simple abstraction enabling reasoning about
complex regulation mechanisms. These graphs completely abstract from the precise interactions, especially at post-transcriptional level, and retain only the activation and inhibitory
effects on gene transcription. As conjectured in [4], the existence of a positive circuit (resp.
a negative circuit) in an influence graph has been proved to be a necessary condition for
multi-stationarity, e.g. for cell differentiation, (resp. for oscillations, e.g. for homeostasis) in
different formalisms, and in particular for ODE systems in [43, 39, 40, 41, 42] and recently
in [38] for the ODE semantics of non-linear reaction systems.
Here, we show that in a well-formed reaction system, and under a very general assumption, the influence graph of the reactions is identical to the influence graph of the ODE
semantics of the reactions.
On the one hand, in an ODE system, the influence graph is mathematically defined by
the signs of the coefficients in the Jacobian matrix of the system, (∂ ẋi /∂xj ), as follows:
Definition 2.12. The differential influence graph (DIG) associated to (the ODE semantics
of ) a reaction system is the graph that has for vertices the molecular species, and for labeled
edges the following set of signed edges:
{xi −→+ xj | ∂ x˙j /∂xi (~x) > 0 for some value ~x ∈ Rs+ }
∪ {x −→− xj | ∂ x˙j /∂xi (~x) < 0 for some value ~x ∈ Rs+ }
Example 2.13. The DIG of Example 2.10 can be depicted by the following graph:
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where the positive influences are represented by green arrows with triangular tips, and negative influences are represented by red arrows with blunt tips. For instance, the negative influ˙ /∂Clock as detailed in 2.10.
ence of Clock on Wee1 comes from the negative sign of ∂ Wee1
˙
There are negative loops on MPF and MPF since ∂ MPF /∂MPF = −k2 Wee1 < 0 and
˙
˙ /∂pMPF = −k2 Cdc25 < 0, and not on Cdc25 since Cdc25
∂ pMPF
= 0. Note that a useful
circuit analysis in this example would necessitate considering the reactions of formation of
MPF and is beyond the scope of this paper.
On the other hand, in a reaction system, one can define an influence graph directly from
the stoichiometry of the reactions, ignoring the kinetics, as follows:
Definition 2.14. The stoichiometric influence graph (SIG) associated to a finite set R of
reactions is the graph that has for vertices the molecular species, and for labeled edges the
following set of signed edges:
{x −→+ y | either pi (y) − ri (y) > 0 and ri (x) > 0,
or pi (y) − ri (y) < 0 and mi (x) > 0, for some reaction i}
−
∪ {x −→ y | either pi (y) − ri (y) < 0 and ri (x) > 0,
or pi (y) − ri (y) > 0 and mi (x) > 0, for some reaction i}
Intuitively, there is a positive (resp. negative) arc from x to y if x is a reactant in a
reaction that produces more (resp. less) y than it consumes, or an inhibitor in a reaction
that consumes more (resp. less) y than it produces.
Unlike the DIG, which needs to compute the sign of partial derivatives, the SIG can be
easily computed in linear time in the number of reactions, assuming that the number of
species per reaction is bounded, since it is sufficient to parse the stoichiometric coefficients
of the reactions. As already shown in [36], the SIG is an over-approximation of the DIG:
Theorem 2.15 ([36]). For any finite set R of well-formed reactions, the DIG of R is a
subgraph of the SIG of R.
We show here that, even in the presence of inhibitors, the SIG is in fact identical to
the DIG with an extra assumption. Let us say that a tuple of molecular species (x, y) is in
conflict in an influence graph if we have both x −→+ y and x −→− y.
Theorem 2.16. For any finite set R of well-formed reactions such that the SIG of R contains
no conflict, the DIG and the SIG are identical.
Proof. We just have to prove that the SIG is a subgraph of the DIG. Let us consider an arc
x −→+ y in the SIG. By Definition 2.14 there exists a reaction i with either pi (y) − ri (y) > 0
and ri (x) > 0, or pi (y) − ri (y) < 0 and mi (x) > 0. Since the reaction is well-formed, we have
either pi (y) − ri (y) > 0 and ∂fi /∂x(~z) > 0, or pi (y) − ri (y) < 0 and ∂fi /∂x(~z) < 0, for some
~z ∈ Rs+ . Now, if pi (y)−ri (y) > 0 then fi occurs in ẏ with a positive sign. Since ∂fi /∂x(~z) > 0
and there is no conflict in the SIG, we thus get ∂ ẏ/∂x(~z) > 0, i.e. x −→+ y is in the DIG.
Similarly, if pi (y) − ri (y) < 0, fi occurs in ẏ with a negative sign and ∂fi /∂x(~z) < 0, hence
∂ ẏ/∂x(~z) > 0, i.e. x −→+ y is in the DIG. The proof for an arc x −→− y in the SIG is
symmetrical.
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Corollary 2.17. The DIG of a finite set of well-formed reactions without conflict in its
SIG, is independent of the kinetic expressions.
Corollary 2.18. The DIG of a finite set of well-formed reactions without conflict in its
SIG, is computable in linear time in the number of reactions, when the number of species
appearing in a reaction is bounded.
The SIG of Example 2.10 is trivial to compute and since it contains no conflict, we can
predict by Theorem 2.16 that it is identical to its DIG depicted in Example 2.13.
Example 2.19. As for an example of conflict, in the simplified model of the yeast cell cycle
of [48], the double activation reactions of MPF through Cdc25 and Wee1 [44], are simplified
in a single autocatalytic reaction in parallel with a deactivation reaction:
pM P F + M P F −→ 2 × M P F
M P F −→ pM P F
Such reactions create a conflict in the SIG, namely MPF −→− pMPF and MPF −→+
pMPF . In general, there is a possibility that such conflicting direct influences in the SIG
may be balanced in the ODEs and do not appear in the DIG. This situation is however
quite pathological and rare in practice, and occurs when over-simplifications are made. For
instance, Kohn’s map of the cell cycle control [44] contains 800 reactions [8] and does not
contain any conflict in its SIG [36]. The conflict of influences between MPF and pMPF in
Tyson’s model comes from the compression in one loop of the two positive circuits through
Wee1 and Cdc25 respectively. The decompression of this loop makes disappear the influence
conflict.
Thomas’s necessary condition for a system to exhibit multi-stationarity is the existence
of a positive circuit, i.e., a simple oriented cycle such that the product of the signs of its
edges is positive, in the DIG [40]. That condition has proven useful to reason about gene
interaction networks and predict the possibilities of multi-stationarity, i.e. cell differentiation.
However, Thomas’s original condition provides no information in presence of reactions with
two reactants, since a reaction like for instance A + B −→ C immediately creates a positive
circuit of negative influences between A and B in the associated SIG and DIG for any
reasonable kinetics. This counter-example has been recently rule out in [38], where it is
shown that Thomas’s conditions can be made stronger for reactions models, by labeling the
influence edges by the reactions they come from, and by restricting the analysis of circuits
to circuits labeled by different reactions. With this stronger condition for multi-stationarity,
the analysis of labeled circuits in the DIG of a reaction system does provide information on
its capabilities of exhibiting multi-stationarity. Theorem 2.16 shows, perhaps surprisingly,
that for well-formed reaction systems without conflicts, the DIG is essentially independent
from the kinetics, and in fact identical to the SIG, which is easy to compute and can be
used to perform multi-stationarity analysis by circuit analysis.
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3. Reaction System Inference Algorithm
In this section we present an algorithm to infer a reaction system from an arbitrary ODE
system, and study its properties. The algorithm proceeds in two steps: one first step for
infering hidden molecules corresponding to linear invariants of the ODE system, and one
second step for infering the reactions.
3.1. Motivating Example
As remarked in Section 2.1, any ODE model can be transcribed in a reaction system
using artificial synthesis and degradation reactions for each molecular species, with the positive, respectively negative, terms of the differential equation for the variables as kinetic
expressions. While preserving the ODE semantics and thus ODE simulations, such a transcription prevents the use of structural methods and stochastic simulations to analyze the
system.
Such a transcription has nevertheless been used in biomodels.net to write the ODE model
of [46] in SBML and create BIOMD0000000008.xml. This model adds a control mechanism
to the cell-cycle model of Goldbeter et al. in [49] but with this transcription in SBML, the
reaction graph is not even connected.
Here are some of the reactions of this model (after expansion of the macros used in the
original writing) which illustrate the problem:
∅

−1 )/(K +1−M )
(1−M )×C×V10 ×(C+K6
1

−→

M
∅

M ×V2 /(K2 +M )

−→

∅

M ×V30 ×(1−X)/(K3 +1−X)

−→

X

V4 ×X/(K4 +X)

−→

M

X

∅

One can notice that ∂f1 /∂C 6= 0, where f1 is the kinetic expression of the first reaction, but
C is not a reactant nor an inhibitor. The model is therefore not well-formed.
One can also note that, though encoded in complicated MathML expressions, 1 − M
(resp. 1 − X) appears in the synthesis of M (resp. X) as a way to represent the inactive
form of M (resp. X). Indeed, [49] states that “(1 - M) thus represents the fraction of
inactive (i.e., phosphorylated) cdc2 kinase, while (1 - X) represents the fraction of inactive
(i.e., dephosphorylated) cyclin protease”.
When applied to the ODE system associated to this model, the reaction system inference
algorithm presented in the next two sections, infers two hidden molecules and the following
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well-formed and strict reactions:
Mi + C

C×V10 ×(C+1/K6 )×Mi /(K1 +Mi )

−→

M
Xi + M

V2 ×M/(K2 +M )

−→

Mi

M ×V30 ×Xi /(K3 +Xi )

−→

X

V4 ×X/(K4 +X)

−→

M +C

X +M

Xi

The two inactive forms are now explicitly represented by two inferred molecules, written Mi
and Xi , and the actions of C on M and of M on X are properly transcribed. The reaction
system inferred automatically from the ODE semantics is well-formed and strict, and in fact
consistent with the graphical representation of the paper [49] where dashed arrows represent
catalytic effects:
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A preprocessor is first applied before the reaction inference algorithm, in order to reverse
the elimination of linear invariants and infer hidden molecules. The expressions f for which
new molecules are introduced need be chosen with care in order to avoid the introduction of
useless variables. Restricting the search to expressions of the form k − x or k − x − y where
k is a constant or parameter, and x and y are molecule concentrations, has proven useful in
practice. This leads to
Algorithm 3.1. (Hidden molecule inference)
input: ODE system O over variables {x1 , . . . , xs },
1. iteratively replace in O any expression of the form −x + y by y − x,
2. for each expression of the form k − x − y in O where k is a numerical constant or a
parameter, and x and y are variables,
(a) introduce a new variable z with time derivative ż = −ẋ − ẏ, and functional
dependency equation z = k − x − y,
(b) substitute any occurrence of k − x − y in O by z,
(c) substitute any occurrence of k + v − x − y in O for any expression v, by v + z,
(d) substitute any occurrence of k − x + w − y in O for any w, by v + z,
3. for each expression k − x appearing in O where k is a constant or a parameter and x
a variable,
(a) introduce a new variable z with time derivative ż = −ẋ and functional dependency
equation z = k − x,
(b) substitute any occurrence of k − x in O by z,
(c) substitute any occurrence of k + v − x in O for any expression v, by z + v,
output: ODE system O over variables {x1 , . . . , xs } and hidden molecule variables {z1 , . . . , zk },
together with functional dependency equations zj = fj (x1 , . . . , xs ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proposition 3.2 (Soundness). Let O be an ODE system over variables {x1 , . . . , xs }. The
ODEs computed by Algorithm 3.1 for the time derivatives of x1 , . . . , xs , are mathematically
equivalent to the equations in O given the functional dependency equations zj = fj (x1 , . . . , xs )
for the hidden molecules.
Proof. We prove that each step of the algorithm replaces equal by equal, and thus that the
whole execution preserves the mathematical equivalence of the equations. First, step (1) is a
purely syntactical transformation that does not change the ODE system O. Now note that
all the
z such that
Pother changes are of two forms. Either the introduction of a new variable
P
ż =
λi ẋi , together with the functional dependency equation z = k + λi xi , steps (2a)
and (3a). Since the differential equation on z is indeed the time derivative
Pof the definition
of z, this does not change the equations on ẋi . Or the replacement of k + λi xi by z, steps
(2b-d) and (3b-c), which are equal from the previous definition of z.
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3.3. Inference Algorithm for Reactions
The inference algorithm for reactions is based on a syntactical normal form for ODE
systems which facilitates the recognition of common subterms in the equations.
We consider ODEs and kinetic laws written in MathML as terms with mathematical
operations and functions (e.g.+, −, /, ×, etc.), constants of R and variables representing
species concentrations and parameters. It is beyond the scope of this paper to precisely
describe the mathematical expressions allowed and the symbolic computation performed.
However, let us call non-decomposable a term that:
• its functor (top function symbol) is neither + nor −;
• cannot be reduced at top-level by the algebraic laws of distributivity of the product
and division on addition and subtraction, e.g. if its functor is × (resp. /) then the
arguments (resp. the numerator) are not sums.
f

Definition 3.3. A reaction r / m −→ p over molecular species {x1 , . . . , xs } is non-decomposable
if f is syntactically a non-decomposable term.
Definition
3.4. A mathematical expression is in additive normal form if it is of the form
Pk
c
×
t
where
ci are integers and ti are distinct non-decomposable terms without integer
i
i=1 i
coefficients.
An ODE system is in additive normal form if each equation is in additive normal form,
i.e. if it is of the form
l
X
ẋi =
ci,j × tj , 1 ≤ i ≤ s
j=1

where l is the number of non-decomposable terms tj in the system.
Additive normal forms are not unique, but any ODE system can be written in additive
normal form through standard algebraic transformations (such as the distributivity of ×
over +). The non-decomposability condition excludes the composition of several reactions
in a single one with a sum as kinetic expression. In particular, we have:
Proposition 3.5. Any non-decomposable well-founded reaction system, such that its ODE
semantics is a polynomial ODE system, is strict.
Proof. First notice that a polynomial kinetics once in additive normal form results in a sum of
monomials as non-decomposable terms. Now, from the second condition of well-formedness
in Definition 2.5, for each reaction (r, m, p, f ) we have r(xj ) > 0 implies ∃~x, ∂f /∂xj (~x) > 0,
but since f is a monomial, this implies that f has degree at least 1 in xj , and therefore that
f (x1 , . . . , xs ) = 0 when xj = 0, i.e., (r, m, p, f ) is strict.
Now, given an ODE system in additive normal form, the following algorithm can infer
an equivalent reaction system by sorting the terms of the ODEs, and creating one reaction for each term (formalized in Prop. 3.9 below). This algorithms requires checking
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the sign of a partial derivative, and as described in Section 4.1, such checks can be arbitrarily difficult for arbitrary mathematical expressions, but can be over-approximated. We
thus assume given a test program (exact or not) for testing the sign of partial derivatives:
partial_has_pos_val(f, x) that answers if yes or no the partial derivative of the function
f with respect to variable x takes a non-negative value for some input in Rs , and such that
∃~y ∂f /∂x(~y ) > 0 ⇒ partial_has_pos_val(f, x). For computability reasons, the reverse
implication is not required. These tests are used in Steps 4(c) and 4(d).
Algorithm 3.6. (Reaction inference)
input: ODE system O over variables for molecular concentrations,
partial_has_pos_val test
1. rewrite O into additive normal form
2. compute the set T of all terms appearing in O
3. let R := ∅
4. for each non-decomposable term t in T ,
(a) let r := ∅ , p := ∅ , m := ∅
(b) for each variable x where t occurs with integer coefficient c in ẋ in O,
i. if c < 0 then r(x) := −c,
ii. if c > 0 then p(x) := c,
(c) for each variable x such that r(x) = 0 and partial_has_pos_val(t, x),
i. r(x) := 1,
ii. p(x) := p(x) + 1,
(d) for each variable x such that partial_has_pos_val(−t, x),
i. m(x) := 1,
t

(e) R := R ∪ {r / m −→ p},
output: reaction system R.
Example 3.7. The model of three reactions of Example 2.10 has one invariant: pMPF +
˙ +
MPF is indeed a constant c (the sum of initial values of pM P F and M P F ) since pMPF
˙ = 0. One variable, e.g. pMPF , can thus be eliminated and replaced by c − MPF . This
MPF
yields the following ODE system, where all ki are positive:
˙
MPF
˙
Wee1
˙
Cdc25
˙
Clock

=
=
=
=

k1 × (c − MPF ) × Cdc25 − k2 × MPF × Wee1
k3 /(k4 + Clock )
0
0

When applied to this system, using the test for partial derivatives described in Section 4.1,
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Algorithm 3.6 infers the following reactions:
Cdc25

c×k1 ×Cdc25

−→

M P F + Cdc25
M P F + W ee1
∅/Clock

Cdc25 + M P F

k1 ×Cdc25×M P F

−→

k2 ×M P F ×W ee1

−→

k3 /(k4 +Clock)

−→

Cdc25
W ee1

W ee1

However, by applying first the hidden molecule inference Algorithm 3.1, a hidden molecular species M P F i is introduced for the expression c − M P F . This hidden molecule corresponds to the linear invariant M P F i + M P F = c. We have
˙ i = −k1 × MPF i × Cdc25 + k2 × MPF × Wee1
MPF
and when applied to this ODE system after the preprocessing step, Algorithm 3.6 now computes the correct reactions:
M P F i + Cdc25
M P F + W ee1

k1 ×M P F i×Cdc25

−→

k2 ×M P F ×W ee1

∅/Clock

−→

k3 /(k4 +Clock)

−→

M P F + Cdc25
M P F i + W ee1
W ee1

By counting the loops, one can easily check
Proposition 3.8 (Time complexity). On an ODE system O in additive normal form, Algorithm 3.6 computes a reaction system in time O(n × t), where n is the number of variables
and t is the number of non-decomposable terms in O.
By executing symbolically the algorithm, one can similarly check that the result is characterized in mathematical terms by
Proposition 3.9 (Inferred reactions). Given
Pt an ODE system in additive normal form with
appearing terms T = {f1 , . . . , ft }: ẋi = u=1 ci,u × fu for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. The reaction system
inferred by Algorithm 3.6 is the set of non-decomposable reactions
fu

{ ru /mu −→ pu }1≤u≤t
where ru =

X

{i | ci,u <0}

pu =

X
{i | ci,u >0}

X

(−ci,u ) × xi +

xi ,

{i | ci,u ≥0, partial_has_pos_val(fu ,xi )}

X

ci,u × xi +

xi

{i | ci,u ≥0, partial_has_pos_val(fu ,xi )}

and mu is the set of variables x such that partial_has_pos_val(−fu , x).
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Theorem 3.10 (Soundness). The ODE semantics of the reaction system inferred by Algorithm 3.6 from an ODE system O is equal to O.
P
Proof. Let us suppose without loss of generality that O = {ẋi = tu=1 ci,u ×fu | 1 ≤ i ≤ s} is
fu

in additive
reaction system is the set {ru /mu −→
P normal form. The inferred
P
Ppu }1≤u≤t where
ru = {i | ci,u <0} (−ci,u ) × xi + {i | ci,u ≥0, partial_has_pos_val(fu ,xi )} xi , pu = {i | ci,u >0} ci,u ×
P
xi + {i | ci,u ≥0, partial_has_pos_val(fu ,xi )} xi , and mu is the set of variables y such that
partial_has_pos_val(−fu , xi ).
ThePODE system associated to these reactions
Pis thus
{ẋi = tu=1 (pu (xi ) − ru (xi )) × fu }1≤i≤s = {ẋi = tu=1 ci,u × fu }1≤i≤s = O.
Note that it does not depend on the test partial_has_pos_val.
Algorithm 3.6 always computes a non-decomposable reaction system with an equivalent
associated ODE system but this reaction system may not be well-formed. In particular, step
3b adds a variable x to the reactants of the reactions even if x does not appear in the kinetic
expression f of the reaction. Therefore the algorithm may infer reactions with reactants
that do not occur in the kinetic expression, as required for instance by Example 2.9.
We can measure the completeness of the method by showing that, at least, if we start
from a well-formed reaction model, generate the ODE semantics, and from the ODE system
solely, infer back a reaction model, the algorithm does infer a well-formed reaction model.
First, it is clear that the algorithm infers non-decomposable kinetics (Prop. 3.9) in which
any variable appearing in the kinetics appears in the reaction as either reactant (step 4b, or
step 4c for catalysts), inhibitor (step 4d) or both:
Proposition 3.11. The reactions inferred by Algorithm 3.6 contain no reaction with a
molecular species x appearing in the kinetic expression f with ∂f /∂x 6= 0, and not appearing
as a reactant or inhibitor.
This proposition remains true even if the sets of variables for which the partial derivatives
are positive (4c) or negative (4d) are over-approximated. However, for completeness an exact
test is necessary.
Theorem 3.12 (Weak completeness). When applied to the ODE semantics of a nondecomposable well-formed reaction system such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ s ∂fi /∂xj > 0 ⇔
partial_has_pos_val(fi , xj ), Algorithm 3.6 does infer a non-decomposable well-formed reaction system. Furthermore, if the ODE system is polynomial, the inferred model is strict.
Proof. Let us consider the ODEs associated to a well-formed non-decomposable reaction
fi

system
R = { ri / mi −→ pi }i=1,...,n . The ODE system is of the form O = {x˙j =
Pn
i=1 (pi (xj ) − ri (xj )) × fi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} which is an additive normal form after evaluation of
fi

the integers pi (xj )−ri (xj ). By Prop. 3.9, the inferred reaction system is { ri0 /m0i −→ p0i }1≤i≤n
wherePfi is non-decomposable by hypothesis,P
ri0 = {j|pi (xj )<ri (xj )} (ri (xj ) − pi (xj )) × xj + {j | pi (xj )≥ri (xj ), ∂fi /∂xj >0} xj
P
P
p0i = {j|pi (xj )>ri (xj )} (pi (xj ) − ri (xj )) × xj + {j | pi (xj )≥ri (xj ), ∂fi /∂xj >0} xj ,
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and m0i = mi .
Now for any variable xj , we have xj ∈ ri0 if and only if xj ∈ ri since either pi (xj ) < ri (xj )
or ∂fi /∂xj > 0. Similarly xj ∈ p0i if and only if xj ∈ pi since either pi (xj ) > ri (xj )
or pi (xj ) = ri (xj ) and ∂fi /∂xj > 0, These equalities between the sets (not multisets)
of reactants, products and inhibitors suffice to show the well-formedness of the inferred
reactions.
Strictness in the polynomial case follows from Prop. 3.5.
Since we do not restrict ourselves to Mass Action kinetics, our algorithm may well infer
reactions with other kinetic expressions in cases where purely Mass Action reactions were
possible. This is an important difference between our algorithm and the previous algorithms,
which are restricted to Mass Action kinetics [30, 31, 32]. Furthermore, even if we restrict to
polynomial ODEs and Mass Action kinetics for reaction, further conditions are necessary to
grant the unicity of the solution [32].
Example 3.13. For instance, given the ODE system
ẋ = −2kx = −ẏ,
our algorithm infers the reaction
k×x

2 × x −→ 2 × y,
whereas a Mass Action kinetic reaction model for this system is
2×k×x

x −→ y.
Furthermore, another Mass Action reaction system exists for this ODE system:
k×x

x −→ x + 2 × y
k×x

x −→ ∅
4. Evaluation Results on biomodels.net
The ability to infer a reaction system from ODEs can be turned into some automatic
curation algorithm, as was done in Theorem 3.12, by inferring the reactions from the ODE
semantics of a starting reaction system. In this section, we evaluate this form of curation
on repository of structured models.
4.1. Computability Issues
Since, like in SBML, we allow arbitrary mathematical expression for kinetic expressions,
checking the well-formed conditions may raise arbitrary difficult symbolic computation problems. These conditions can be checked however by doing some approximations.
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In our implementation in Biocham [1, 2]2 , the partial_has_pos_val proceeds as follows:
the kinetic expressions are first normalized as if they were polynomials, stopping when a
non-polynomial operator (anything else than +, − and ×) is found. For the polynomials,
the exact computation of the sign of any partial derivative is easy. For the other terms,
either they are recognized as a standard kinetics (like Hill functions) and once again the
exact sign is extracted, or they are considered unknown and for any variable appearing we
will assume that it is possible that ∂f /∂x becomes positive for some values, and negative
for some values. This is a conservative over-approximation.
With these provisions, different syntactical conditions may indicate that a reaction is
not well-formed. The conditions for a reaction to be ill-formed can be classified into three
categories:
1. “K not R” indicates that the concentration of a compound appears in the kinetic law
of a reaction, but this compound is neither a reactant nor an inhibitor of the reaction;
2. “R not K” indicates that some compound is marked as reactant or inhibitor in a
reaction, but does not appear in the kinetic expression;
3. “Negative” indicates that a kinetic expression may be negative with non-negative concentration values.
Indeed, in a well-formed reaction with kinetic expression f , if a species x is neither a reactant
nor an inhibitor, then ∂f /∂x = 0, hence x should not appear in the kinetic expression f .
Similarly, if a species is a reactant or an inhibitor, then ∂f /∂x 6= 0, so x should appear in
f . Moreover, f should be non-negative.
These ill-formedness conditions are checked in Biocham using the previous approximations. They correspond to the warning messages that Biocham can raise when loading a
reaction system.
4.2. Global analysis
The 424 models from the curated branch of the latest version (release 24) of the biomodels.
net repository [35] were used as benchmark to test our reaction system inference algorithm,
and compare the results with the original writing of the models in SBML. Out of those
424 models only 361 define reactions with proper kineticLaws. The other ones only describe
systems through events and rules, or with no kinetic information, and thus have no ODE
semantics.
Our curation algorithm reads the SBML model, extracts the corresponding ODE system
and infers from it a new reaction system.
Table 4.2 summarizes the result of the procedure, as detected by Biocham warnings. Over
the 361 reaction systems of the original curated part of biomodels.net with ODE semantics,
our algorithm reveals hidden molecules in 58 models, 173 models with “K not R” warning,
123 models with “R not K” warning and 157 models with “negative kinetics” warning. Our
algorithm is able to automatically curate the writing of these models with reactions by
reducing the number of non well-formed models with a warning by more than the half, from
65% to 29%.
2

http://lifeware.inria.fr/biocham/
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“K not R” “R not K” “Negative”
Any warning
Original
173
123
157 234 (64.81 %)
Inferred
0
67
70 103 (28.53 %)
Table 1: Number of models having a “K not R”, “R not K”, or “negative kinetics” warning among the original
361 models of the curated part of biomodels.net, and among the reaction systems automatically inferred
from their ODE semantics. “Any warning” reflects model for which there was at least one of the three
warning.

As predicted by Proposition 3.11, the Algorithm 3.6 completely removes the “K not R”
warnings. For the two other warnings, since the algorithm focuses on non-decomposable
kinetics, it results in curated models quite close to the original ones, but does not tackle
thoroughly the case of reactions with rates independent of some reactant, for the reasons
illustrated in Example 2.9 of for any other reason. Therefore, 103 over 361 models remain
with a non well-formedness warning.
4.3. Model inconsistencies studied in [19]
In [19], the authors also scan the biomodels.net repository and report finding 5 inconsistencies: models 44, 93, 94, 143 and 151. Their diagnostics is as follows, some reaction
fluxes become negative during the simulations of those models because of missing reversibility indications in models 93, 94 and 143. In the two first cases they report that adding the
reverse reactions makes the models consistent, whereas for 143 it is also necessary to change
some kinetic law. For model 151 they report a “missing step”, but since the opposite reaction
is part of the model, once again this amounts to adding a reverse reaction to an existing
one. Finally, for model 44 they describe that the issue is that some kinetic expression does
not depend on one of the reactants of the reaction, making it possible for that reactant’s
concentration to become negative.
For models 93, 94 and 151, which indeed are flagged by the “Negative” warning, our
algorithm correctly adds the missing reverse reactions, directly from the kinetic expressions.
The models automatically curated this way do not raise any warning at the end.
For model 44, the automatic curation allows us to get rid of a “K not R” warning by
transforming the reaction v3
A+Y

cytosol×V m3×A4 ×Y 2 ×Z 4 /((Ka4 +A4 )×((Ky 2 +Y 2 )×(Kz 4 +Z 4 )))

−→

A+Z

into
Z + A + Y −→ 2 × Z + A
with the same kinetics.
However, as expected, the “R not K” warning identified by Kaleta et al. remains, the
obtained model is still not well-formed. The same happens with model 143 where indeed a
“R not K” warning remains after automatic curation, in accordance with the earlier results.
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5. Conclusion
We have described an algorithm for trying to infer a meaningful reaction system from a
system of ordinary differential equations. This algorithm is based on a general consistency
condition between the kinetic expression and the structure of a reaction in terms of its
reactants, products and inhibitors.
We have shown some general properties enjoyed by the influence graph of the Jacobian
sign matrix associated to such well-formed reaction systems. These theoretical results militate for distinguishing between catalysts and inhibitors in the modifiers of a reaction, and for
using structural analysis methods before fixing parameter values and going to simulations.
We have also evaluated the capability of our reaction inference algorithm to automatically
curate the writing of ODE models with reactions by applying it to the ODE models generated
from the SBML models of the curated part of biomodels.net. In particular, we have shown
that the inference of well-formed reactions from the ODEs, combined with the inference of
hidden molecules corresponding to linear invariants, is sufficient to automatically curate the
writing of some ODE models of the cell cycle with consistent reactions. On the whole curated
part of the biomodels.net repository, we have shown that our automatic curation method
significantly improves the writing of the models with reactions by reducing the number of
non well-formed reaction systems from 65% to 29%.
Although the primary concern of SBML is to provide a common format for exchanging models and doing simulations, we believe that stronger consistency conditions should
be enforced in SBML to perform structural analyses, and that the strict well-formedness
conditions presented in this paper should be verified by non reversible reactions.
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